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Models and Robustness

This appendix provides further details for the FE and
reduced-order models, and establishes the robustness of
the results to choice of strain measure and actuation type.

Identical loading and boundary conditions are applied
to the FE and bar-and-hinge models. The Miura-ori unit
cell is shown in Figure 1. Node 4 is constrained in all dis-
placements, while the displacement at node 6 is fixed in
z. Node 5 and its mirror in the xy-plane are constrained
in x and have a prescribed displacement in z, to represent
the actuation of the unit cell.
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FIG. 1: Geometric parameters of a Miura-ori unit cell.
Angle η represent the angle between the front and back
parallel folds; angle θ/2 is the dihedral angle between

the facets and the xy-plane.

The finite element model was implemented in
ABAQUS/Standard, and each facet was meshed with
25 × 25 S4R shell elements. The mesh density was se-
lected after a convergence study showed that η̂ changed
by less than 1% when the mesh density was doubled. The
fold stiffness was modelled by placing a CONN3D2 hinge
element between coincident nodes along the fold line; the
stiffness assigned to each connector depends on the mesh
density to reflect the required fold stiffness kF per unit
length of fold. A representative output from the FEA is
shown in Figure 2.

Material Properties The card material (300 gsm,
Canford) is specially orthotropic due a dominant grain
direction. The required material properties for the nu-
merical models were determined experimentally (follow-
ing ASTM D828-16) as: elastic moduli E1 = 2300 MPa
and E2 = 6100 MPa, and Poisson’s ratios ν12 = 0.17 and

FIG. 2: Finite element model with colours indicating
the angular rotations along the folds.
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FIG. 3: The anisotropy of the card material has
negligible effect on the elastic decay of a local actuation,

and the response is linear for the magnitude of
actuation considered.

ν21 = 0.4. The material axes were aligned with 1 along
and 2 perpendicular to the length of a flattened tube.
However, it was found that using averaged isotropic ma-
terial properties had negligible impact on the response
of a Miura-ori tube subject to a localised actuation; see
Figure 3. Therefore, the following isotropic material pa-
rameters were used: E =

√
E1E2 = 3750 MPa and

ν =
√
ν12ν21 = 0.26. Furthermore, for the magnitude

of actuation used in the experiments (10 mm compres-
sion of a unit cell), linear and non-linear analyses pro-
vided very similar results; consequently, all subsequent
numerical analyses were linear.

Unit Cell Geometry The robustness of the observed
response of a Miura-ori tube to a localised actuation to
changes in geometry was investigated using the N4B5
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FIG. 4: The geometry of a unit cell affects the elastic
decay, but the salient features of the structural response

remain unchanged.

bar-and-hinge model. The selected geometric parameters
for analysis are the facet angle α, which shows the effects
of changing the unit cell, and the initial folding angle
θ, which shows the sensitivity to the initial conditions
before actuation.

Increasing the facet angle α increases the length of the
short diagonal and therefore increases µFB , from Equa-
tion 2 in the main text. However, Figure 4 suggests
changing α has the opposite effect, effectively decreas-
ing µFB , leading to a less localised actuation. This sug-
gests that the ratios µFB and µFS are geometry specific
and can only provide direct comparison between different
stiffnesses. This illustrates that the geometry of the unit
cell influences the mechanical response of a structure in
more complex ways than simply changing the structural
properties of the facets. In contrast, the initial folding
condition is not a parameter which is captured by the
stiffness ratios. Figure 4 suggests that changes in θ have
a much greater effect at higher angles – physically mean-
ing the tube is shorter in the x direction. This suggests
that the linearity observed in Figure 3 is only valid for
tubes within a range of initial folding angles. Despite
the geometry influencing the absolute values, the general
features of the response, with an elastic decay followed
by a strain reversal and springing back to the initial con-
ditions, are robust to changes in geometry.

Strain Measures Three strain measures are com-
pared: η representing a geometric angle in the unit cell,
θ representing a fold angle, and H representing a length.
All three strain measures show the same general trends
analysed in this paper; see Figure 5a. Therefore, the gen-
eral elastic decay of the structure does not depend on the
choice of strain measure η.

The deformation η̂ is measured at discrete points in
the structure; however, in the FE model the height, H,
and fold angle, θ, can be defined continuously along the
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FIG. 5: The response is insensitive to actuation type
and choice of strain measure. (a) Comparison of strain
measures η, θ, and H, as defined in the unit cell inset.

(b) Comparison of local actuation types, with squeezing
of unit cell, actuation of different folds in the unit cell:
all folds, folds in the top half, folds on the mirror plane
(parameterised by θ). Results are obtained from the FE
model with isotropic material properties and nonlinear

geometry.

length of the tube. To allow direct comparison between
discrete and continuous parameters an average θ for the
fold from the origin and H defined at the vertices, are
used. Furthermore, in the FE model the fold angles can
continuously change along the length of a fold, but in
the reduced-order bar-and-hinge models each fold has a
single fold angle.

Actuation Type For realistic systems with embedded
actuators it is likely that the actuation could come from
opening and closing folds, instead of the pinching used in
this paper. To explore how this influences the response
we choose to actuate selected folds in the first unit cell
of the tube using FEA, see Figure 5b. These actua-
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tions come from a combination of folds, actuated such
that they act coherently to provide the same change in
H as the pinching, assuming rigid origami kinematics.
There is no significant difference between different actu-
ation methods, all showing the same general responses
highlighted in this paper. The only differences are subtle
changes in the absolute values of the angle η.
Bending vs. In-plane Strain Energy In the main arti-

cle we show that the response to a local actuation is more
sensitive to changes in the facet in-plane stiffness than
the bending stiffness. This is supported by the strain en-
ergies due to in-plane and bending deformations derived
from FEA, shown in Figure 6.

FIG. 6: In-plane and bending strain energy density,
taken from the FEA model.

The flexural strain energy density

Ūb =
D

2

{
(κ11 + κ22)

2
+ 2 (1− ν)

(
−κ11κ22 + (κ12)

2
)}
(1)

is calculated from the shell element curvatures κ11 and
κ22 and twist κ12, with the material flexural stiffness D
and Poisson’s ratio ν [1]. The in-plane strain energy den-
sity [1] is calculated as

Ūm =
Et

2 (1− ν2)

{
(ε11 + ε22)

2

+ 2 (1− ν)

(
−ε11ε22 +

(
1

2
γ12

)2
)}

(2)

where ε11 and ε22 are the in-plane strains and γ12 is the
shear strain. The sum of these is verified against the total
strain energy of the elements from ABAQUS.

Figure 6 shows that at the point of actuation, in
the left-most unit cell, the deformation is dominated by
bending and twisting but, as the actuation decays, this
is replaced by in-plane strains. These strains are focused
around the fold lines, suggesting that the facets want to
shear past each other. However, in this model they are
constrained such that they cannot.

Finally, it is worth noting that the bending energy is
concentrated at the vertices; the nodes precisely located
at the vertices, connecting four facets, are left uncon-
nected in an attempt to reduce these non-physical strains.
However, due to the high mesh density nodes located
close to the vertices, connecting only two facets, are con-
nected together by a torsional spring. This effectively
means that the vertex is not left free, resulting in stress
concentrations.

Reduced-Order Model Properties

Selecting the appropriate stiffness values for the
reduced-order bar-and-hinge models is crucial in compar-
ing the results to the FEA and experimental results. The
material properties are obtained through experimental
testing, and are used to obtain an origami length scale:

L∗ =
Et3

12 (1− ν2)

a

KF
(3)

where a = 30 mm is the side length of the facets, KF = 3
Nm/rad the total fold stiffness, E and ν the isotropic
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, and t = 0.37
mm the material thickness. The calculated length scale
L∗ = 5.1 mm can be directly used as an input to MER-
LIN2 [2] which generates equivalent bar-and-hinge stiff-
ness parameters using the semi-empirical formulations
from Filipov et al. [3]

Kl = L∗ Et3

12a (1− ν2)
(4)

Km = 0.55
Et3

12 (1− ν2)

(
d

t

)1/3

(5)

KF = (1/Kl + 1/Km)
−1

(6)

where the effective fold stiffness KF also accounts for
the flexural rigidity of the adjacent facet material [3].
The fold and facet stiffness are usually reported per unit
length of (pseudo-)fold line.

For the N4B5 linear bar-and-hinge model the fold and
facet bending stiffness are the same as those derived for
the N5B8 nonlinear MERLIN2 model. However, the in-
plane properties are not transferable due to the reduced
number of bars. This stiffness is found by setting the
fold and facet bending stiffness to realistic values, and
varying µFS by orders of magnitude up and down from
1. The quality of the fit was assessed by observation, to
find µFS = 0.1. This results in the following properties:
kF = 0.1 N/rad, kB = 0.95 N/rad, and kS = 1 N.

In the bar-and-hinge model the nodal/vertex displace-
ments u and applied forces f are related by the stiffness
matrix K

Ku = f (7)
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The stiffness matrix is constructed as follows [4]

K =

C
JB

JF

T KS 0 0
0 KB 0
0 0 KF

C
JB

JF

 (8)

where KS, KB, and KF are diagonal matrices with the
bar, facet bending, and fold stiffness, and C, JB, and JF

are the compatibility, facet bending Jacobian and folding
Jacobian matrices. Using Lagrange multipliers, an infi-
nite stiffness can be imposed on selected bars and hinges[

K CT
i

Ci 0

] [
u
λi

]
=

[
f
0

]
(9)

where Ci is the Jacobian of the constraint being enforced
using the Lagrangian multiplier λi. For example, when
the compatibility equations for the bars are constrained
to be zero, this results in an inextensible facet.

Fold Stiffness Measurement

The fold stiffness of the card material was determined
using two different approaches, compared in Figure 7.
First, a Miura-ori tube was axially compressed and the
resulting reaction force was measured, from which a re-
lationship between the moment and angle of a single fold
was derived using the Miura-ori unit cell kinematics [5].
This method results in a higher reaction force, making it
much easier to practically measure in a lab setting; how-
ever, this method assumes that all folds deform uniformly
over the measured displacement.

FIG. 7: The fold stiffness was measured using two
methods: (left) a single fold is tested, with the reaction

force converted to moment at the fold; (right) a
Miura-ori tube is compressed and the reaction force is
measured and related to the fold stiffness through the

unit cell kinematics.

Next, the stiffness of a single fold was measured using
a universal testing machine [6, 7]. Two facets of mate-
rial, joined by the fold to be investigated, are suspended

between the grips of a universal testing machine using
Kapton film. Thin sheets of aluminium were bonded to
card facets to ensure that material bending is negligible
and all of the deformation is folding. This means that as
the grips move together the reaction force measured cor-
responds only to the torsional stiffness of the fold. This
method can capture the relationship between the fold an-
gle and corresponding reaction force for a wider range of
motion, compared with compressing the entire tube. De-
spite the limitations of each method both produce equiv-
alent results, with a total fold stiffness of 3 Nmm/rad,
which gives confidence in their accuracy.

The card material has a dominant grain direction, and
folds aligned with and perpendicular to the grain were
therefore tested to quantify any differences. This was
found to be negligible for the perforation and fold size
used in the current work, and therefore a single fold stiff-
ness has been used.

The rest angles of the single folds were recorded.
In folded origami structures the fold angles are linked
through the vertex kinematics, and the unit cell will
therefore assume a minimum energy state with prestress
in the folds. The effect of this prestress on the response
of a structure has not been explored in this work, but
could have implications for measuring the fold stiffness
using the whole tube.

Tube Length and Actuation Location

The Miura-ori tubes in this study consist of ten unit
cells due to the practicalities of manufacturing the ex-
perimental models. However, the length of the tube in-
fluences the spatial propagation of a localised actuation,
with shorter tubes exhibiting edge effects. This effect
is visible in the limit cases where the facet in-plane or
bending stiffness are infinite.

Figure 8a explores the condition of infinite in-plane
facet stiffness, for two cases: (i) µFB = 10−3 with
kF = 0.1 N/rad; (ii) kF = kB = 0, representing zero
bending stiffness of the folds and facets. The latter case
represents a mechanism with a singular stiffness matrix;
the pseudo-inverse is used to solve for the displacements.
For non-zero fold and facet bending stiffness, tubes with
10 unit cells display a linear decay of a localised actua-
tion without a strain reversal. Increasing the length of
the tubes to 30 and 50 unit cells maintains the linear de-
cay, but introduces a strain reversal. As the tube length
increases, η̂ tends to -0.5, physically representing a strain
reversal with half the magnitude of the actuation. As the
decay rate and strain reversal converges for longer tubes,
a length of 30 unit cells is assumed to be sufficient to
neglect edge effects.

Instead of constraining the in-plane facet deformations,
the facets can be constrained to remain planar, physically
meaning all deformation in the unit cell is stretching and
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shearing of the facets and bending of the folds. This
condition removes the strain reversal in the elastic decay.
Similar to the case with inextensible facets, longer tubes
tend towards a similar behaviour. The value of the angle
η̂ at ten unit cells is marked on Figure 8b; this does not
change notably between the 30 and 50 unit cell tubes,
suggesting that 30 unit cells is enough to be considered
‘semi-infinite’.

To help interpret the behaviour of the Miura-ori tube,
we highlight the close similarity of the observed response
with the radial deformation of a ring-loaded cylinder [1].
The Miura-ori tubes also exhibit an axial strain reversal
due to the inherent unit cell kinematics. For the cylinder
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FIG. 8: The effect of tube length on the elastic decay:
(a) for inextensible facets the length of the tube

influences the gradient and final value of the decay;
solid lines represent kF = 0.1 N/rad and dashed lines

represent kF = 0 N/rad; (b) for planar facets, where the
properties are defined by µFS = 1 and kF = 0.1 N/rad,
the length of the tube also affects the rate of decay; the

value of η̂ at ten unit cells in each length of tube is
marked.

the response is attributed to the interplay between the
longitudinal bending stiffness and the hoop membrane
stiffness. In turn, this is similar to the response of a
semi-infinite beam on an elastic foundation subject to a
point load [8], which is described by:

ŷ = e−βx cos(βx) (10)

where ŷ is the deflection, normalised from zero at the
initial conditions to one at the maximum response, at a
distance x from the point load. The parameter

β =

(
kfnd
4EI

) 1
4

(11)

depends on the ratio of the beam stiffness EI and stiff-
ness kfnd of the elastic foundation. This condition is
represented in the Miura-ori tubes in the current study
which are actuated at one end. The Miura-ori tubes
analysed thus far have been 10 unit cells long, due to
constraints on manufacturing the experimental models.

Analogously to the beam on an elastic foundation, the
response of the origami tube also depends on two com-
peting stiffness parameters, here characterised by µFB
and µFS . Fitting Equation 10 to data from the linear
bar-and-hinge model by tuning the parameter β, for a
tube with realistic material properties and 30 unit cells,
shows the similarity of these models; see Figure 9a. To
further explore the link between the Miura-ori tubes and
a beam on an elastic foundation, the ratio µFS is var-
ied; see Figure 9b. An increase in µFS corresponds to
an increase in β of the fitted curve. This suggests that
in the definition of β in Equation 11, the fold stiffness
acts as the ‘foundation’ (or is analogous to a hoop mem-
brane stiffness), and the in-plane facet stiffness acts as
the ‘beam’.

Although we have made no attempt to derive an ana-
lytical formulation, the quality of the fit suggests that the
underlying differential equations for the Miura-ori tube
are similar to that of the beam on an elastic foundation.

The differential equations governing a beam on an elas-
tic foundation are not limited to semi-infinite boundary
conditions. For an infinite beam with a central point
load this results in the following expression [8] for the
normalised deflection ŷ

ŷ = e−βx (cos(βx) + sin(βx)) (12)

with β defined in Equation 11. Actuating the central
unit cell of a sufficiently long tube gives a response with
a close fit to Equation 12; see Figure 9c. This further
supports the hypothesis that the underlying differential
equation for the response of Miura-ori tube and a beam
on an elastic foundation have a similar form. However,
the fitted values for β in Figure 9b and Figure 9d, for
the actuation of tubes at the end and midpoint, are not
consistent. An expression for β for the Miura-ori tubes,
incorporating the competing stiffness components, has
not yet been identified.
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FIG. 9: (a) fitting the equation for a beam on elastic foundation to the results from the linear bar-and-hinge model
shows good agreement, suggesting that the underlying differential equations are similar; (b) varying the stiffness
µFS results in a change in fitting parameter β as shown in inset, where colours correspond to the lines in the main
plot. Actuation at the middle of a Miura-ori tube: (c) the reduced order bar-and-hinge model is used to generate

data to fit the model of an infinite beam on an elastic foundation; the inset image shows the data used for the fitting
highlighted in blue; (d) changing the stiffness ratio µFS changes the fitted value of β; however, these are different

fitted values to those obtained from the tubes actuated at one end with the same stiffness ratio.

Local Actuation in Miura Sheets

To determine if the core findings for the local actuation
of Miura-ori tubes are features of the specific configura-
tion, or more widely applicable to elastic origami struc-
tures, we investigate a Miura-ori sheet. The sheets have
the same unit cell geometry as the Miura-ori tubes; its
rows and columns are defined in the x and y directions
of Figure 1 respectively.

The linear N4B5 bar-and-hinge model is used to cal-
culate the response to local actuation, and the material
properties are those of the experimental models. The lo-
cal actuation consists of compressing the central unit cell

in the left column in the z direction. Figure 10a shows
the variation of η̂ along the edge and across the sheet
from the actuated cell; both directions show an elastic
decay of the actuation, both exhibit a strain reversal,
and spring-back is seen along the edge.

Changing the stiffness ratios µFS and µFB in sheets,
like in tubes, changes the response to a local actuation;
see Figure 10b. Increasing either of these parameters
leads to a more localised actuation; however, their sen-
sitivity to change is different to the Miura-ori tube. For
actuations in Miura-ori tubes, where the in-plane facet
stiffness is most important, changes in µFS have a greater
impact than µFB . However, in Miura-ori sheets it is the
facet bending stiffness, characterised through µFS , which
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FIG. 10: A Miura-ori sheet is actuated at a unit cell along one edge: (a) the red unit cell is actuated, and the black
and grey lines correspond to the black and grey unit cells, respectively along and across the corrugations; (b) the

response varies for different stiffness parameters, here plotted across the corrugation. (c) Actuation of a single unit
cell at the middle of the bottom row, shows a similar response, but is transposed. (d) The cell deformation η̂ across

a 21× 21 unit cell Miura-ori sheet, actuated at the central unit cell shows a saddle shaped response.

has the greater impact.

In a Miura-ori sheet, the choice of actuation location
will affect the overall deformed configuration of the struc-
ture. Two additional actuation locations are also consid-
ered: the unit cell at the middle of the bottom edge and
the centre of the sheet.

In both cases the boundary conditions of the actuated
unit cell are as follows: the node at [S, V, 0] is pinned,
[S,L+V, 0] is constrained in the z-direction, and [0, 0, 0] is
constrained in the x-direction. A displacement ofH/1000
mm is then applied to the central node at [S, V + L,H].
The response is modelled using the linear reduced-order

N4B5 bar-and-hinge model.

Actuating the middle cell in the bottom row of a sheet
produces a largely similar response to actuating the mid-
dle cell in the left-most column; see Figure 10c. The
difference is that the responses in the row and column
directions are transposed.

A second actuation location considered here is the cen-
tral unit cell of a Miura-ori sheet with 21× 21 unit cells.
Figure 10d shows the value for η̂ across the sheet, which
has assumed a saddle-shaped configuration. Exploring
the effect of actuation location and edge boundary con-
dition of a Miura-ori sheet is outside the scope of this
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work. However, combining multiple actuators to control
the deformation shape of a Miura-ori tessellation pro-
vides an interesting approach for the design of morphing
structures.
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